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Spectra LED Blacklights:
The Spectra series of LED Blacklights use high performance, long life UV-A (365nm) LED emitters. Less visible light than traditional blacklights. DMX-512 control in/thru using 5-pin XLR connectors. RDM compliant. Control panel with multiple on-board control options of dimming,
strobe, master/slave, and manual intensity control. Dimming engine has up to 16 bit fading accuracy for high quality fades. Internal power supply is self-adjusting for 100 V to 240 V 50/60 Hz..
Altman brand.
Professional quality for architectural, display, events, theme parks, and theatrical applications.

Spectra SS-UV30 LED Blacklight:

SSUV30 LED Blacklight
Link to data sheet

Three LED pods on independent DMX channels for individual intensity control. The pods can be
individually focused and the interchangeable yoke allows for vertical or horizontal alignment.
Each pod has 4 LED emitters totaling 10 watts. Choice of lens options of 10°, 30° or 60° beam
spread. DMX receptacles for in/thru DMX signal and PowerCon receptacles for in/thru of AC
power between units. Includes safety cable and a 5’ power cord with Edison male and PowerCon
connector to attach to fixture. Only color is black. ETL and cETL listed for indoor use only. When
ordering, specify beam spread * at end of catalog number: -10 = 10°, -30 = 30°, or -60 = 60°.
SS-UV30-*
SS-UV30-BD8

3 pod LED 365nm blacklight and power supply...............................$ 2872.00
8-way barndoor for SS-UV30 only ...................................................$ 932.00

Spectra SS-UV40 LED Blacklight System:
Separate 10 watt LED 365nm pods connected by separate cables to a power supply (driver box).
All components rated IP65 for outdoor use. All components may be ordered individually or as the
SS-UV40 system. Each pod has mounting trunions for installation remotely from the power supply. Each pod has 4 LED emitters totaling 10 watts. Choice of lens options of 10°, 30° or 60° beam
spread. Includes a 6’ AC power cord with bare end and a 6’ LED power cord. LED power is daisy
chained between pods. DMX in/out are 6’ pigtail cables with IP65 rated connectors. Power supply can handle up 4 of the UV10 pods. Only color is black. ETL and cETL IP65 listed for use outdoors or indoors. When ordering, specify beam spread * at end of catalog number: -10 = 10°, -30
= 30°, or -60 = 60°.
SS-UV40-*

SSUV40 LED Blacklight system
Link to data sheet

SS-UV10-*
SS-UV40DB-BK
SS-UV10C-EXT-5
SS-UV10C-EXT-10
SS-UV10C-EXT-25
SS-UV10C-EXT-50

Complete system includes (1) SS-UV40DB-BK driver box
( power s upply ), (4) S S -UV 10 LED pods , a nd ( 4)
SS-UV10C-EXT-5 IP65 rated cable 5’.....................................$ 4440.00
Individual 10 watt LED 365nm pod with trunions.....................$ 880.00
Power supply (driver box) with 4 LED power outputs ..............$ 1200.00
UV-10C IP65 rated extension cable, 5’ ...................................$ 144.00
UV-10C IP65 rated extension cable, 10’ .................................$ 168.00
UV-10C IP65 rated extension cable, 25’ .................................$ 200.00
UV-10C IP65 rated extension cable, 50’ .................................$ 240.00

50 Watt Spectra Cube:
Spectra Cube with 50 watt UV LED light array with mounting yoke. Available with standard UV
365nm or optional UV 385nm LEDS. Choice of 10° or 30° beam spread LED array. Designed to
sit directly on a floor using its dual rotating yokes as floor stand, suspended using optional
C-clamp, or track mounted for Altman Smart Track. Power and data can be daisy chained between fixtures. See Spectra Cube catalog page for full description of fixture, accessories, and
cables. Fixture includes safety cable, a SSCUBE P95 acrylic lens, and a 5’ black power input cable with 15A Edison plug and PowerCon connector. For indoor use only. Specify lens beam
spread * when ordering: -10 = 10° or -30 = 30°. Fixture housing is standard black. For white or
silver housing, change -B at end of catalog number to -W = white, or -S = silver when ordering.
Altman Brand.

Spectra CUBE LED Blacklight with P95
acrylic lens and dual yoke as floor stand
Link to data sheet

UVCUBE-365-*-B
UVCUBE-358-*-B
UVCUBE-365-*-B

Spectra Cube, with standard UV LED 365nm, black ............. $ 719.20
Spectra Cube, with optional UV LED 385nm, black............... $ 719.20
Spectra Cube, UV LED 365nm, black ,for Altman Smart Track $ POR

See following page for more blacklights
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Spectra Cyc LED Blacklight:
The Spectra Cyc with a 50 or 100 watt UV 365nm LED linear array, and asymmetrical textured reflector to evenly wash vertical surfaces. Silent convection cooling. Designed to sit directly on a
floor, using optional floor trunions, or suspended using optional mounting yoke with C-clamp.
Choice of black, white or silver housing. Integrated carrying handle on back of housing. Uses
most of the optional Spectra Cyc accessories. See Spectra Cyc catalog pages for full description
of fixture, accessories, and cables.
DMX-512 control in/thru using 5-pin XLR connectors. RDM compatible. Multiple on-board control options of dimming, several personality settings, and console free master/slave mode.
Dimming engine has 8-bit or 16 bit fading accuracy for high quality fades. PowerCon connectors
for power in and thru for daisy chaining power between fixtures. Internal power supply is self-adjusting for 100 V to 240 V 50/60 Hz.. Altman brand

Spectra Cyc 50 Watt Blacklight:
50 watt UV version of Spectra Cyc for indoor use. This model includes a a LED plastic safety
shield, SSCYC-50 mounting yoke, 510 clamp, safety cable, and 5’ black power input cable with
15A Edison plug and PowerCon connector. Fixture housing is standard black. For white or silver
housing, change -B at end of catalog number to -W = white, or -S = silver when ordering. White
fixtures are shipped with white power cable.
SSYC50-UV-B
100 Watt Spectra Cyc Blacklight
Link to data sheet

50 watt Spectra Cyc blacklight, black ......................................$ 959.20

Spectra Cyc 100 Watt Blacklight:
100 watt UV LED version of Spectra Cyc for indoor use. This model includes a a LED plastic
safety shield, safety cable, and 5’ black power input cable with 15A Edison plug and PowerCon
connector. Yoke and clamp are extra. Fixture housing is standard black. For white or silver housing, change -B at end of catalog number to -W = white, or -S = silver when ordering. White fixtures
are shipped with white power cable.
SSYC100-UV-B

100 watt Spectra Cyc LED blacklight, black ............................$ 2360.00

Accessories and cables:
Most of the Spectra series blacklights can use the same accessories and cables as the standard
white and colored light versions. See the individual catalog pages for information and prices.
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